STC CCC - UCSF Facility Use Form

Date: __________________

USER INFORMATION
User Name: ____________________________________________________________

User email: ____________________________________________________________

User academic level:
☐ Undergraduate ☐ Graduate ☐ Postdoctoral ☐ Other, explain: _____________

SFSU Faculty Mentor: _________________________________________________

Title of research project:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

STC CCC CENTER INFORMATION
How does your research project fit within the CCC’s five main research themes?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

(For information on CCC’s five main research activities, see the CCC website: https://ccc.ucsf.edu/center-plan)

☐ I have logged-in to the member section of the NSF STC CCC website...
(URL: https://ccc.ucsf.edu/user Login: Center_Member Pword: CellCenter100)
This will give access to a new website tab, “Information for CCC Center Members.”
I read the Vision and Aims for the Center, and
I know about the Centers five main research activities, and
I know how to acknowledge NSF STC CCC Funding on posters and in papers,
and I understand the Social Media guidelines.

UCSF FACILITIES INFORMATION
UCSF CORES/Gladstone Core/Other equipment Used: __________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Location at UCSF: _________________________________________________

Dates of use (approximate is OK): _________________________________

This form is available at https://seo.sfsu.edu/content/ucsf-ccc-cores-facilities.